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Man's best friend is being given a new lease of life within the Royal Australian Air Force.

Military Dog Deaths Slammed By Animal Welfare Groups
The Huffington Post UK  |  By Charlotte Meredith
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Animal welfare experts have responded furiously to the news that hundreds of military dogs have been put down by the Ministry of Defence in the past three years, arguing the animals are not simply "kit that can be decommissioned."

Some 288 dogs were put down by the MoD from January 2010 to June this year, according to The Sun, with animal rights campaigners blasting the deaths of the brave creatures.
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There has got to be a review on the treatment of Military dogs. Its disgusting that 288 dogs have been put down by the MoD in 3 years! :-(
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Shocked and appalled by the news that so many working dogs have been killed by the MOD. I can't say I'm surprised at all. Disgusting.
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Why the hell did the MoD have to destroy two guard dogs used to protect Prince William after he left RAF base?
@lbc973 #animalcruelty
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Case study: GRANT
Summary

• You WILL be scrutinised
• End point management needs to be part of your strategic business plan
• Commit to financial investment
• Get started NOW!
• Talk to PetRescue

Thank you!

jb@petrescue.org.au
@petjb on Twitter